1999 volvo s40

The Volvo S40 is a series of compact and subcompact executive automobiles marketed and
produced by the Swedish manufacturer Volvo Cars from to The first generation â€” was
introduced in with the S40 S from saloon and V40 V from versatility, estate cars. The second
generation â€” was released in , and the estate variant's name changed to V The range was
replaced by the Volvo V40 five door hatchback in During August , Volvo released its new series,
with the intention of calling the cars S4 [6] [7] and F4. They were also the last Volvos to be
produced at the Born plant; a lineage that had begun in the early s with Volvo's collaboration
with DAF that had led to the Volvo 66 and the Volvo series. The V40, with a drag coefficient of 0.
In July , Volvo updated the 40 Series "Phase II" , [13] implementing a number of technical
improvements, including improved engine management, diesel direct fuel injection, extra safety
features, larger brake discs, new front suspension and steering, revised rear suspension, larger
tyres and a wider track. A minor facelift gave more streamlining, slightly different front wings
and front bumper, and larger front indicators, as well as minor instruments and fascia re design.
The 40 Series cars were equipped with four-cylinder engines, such as a 1. There was also a 1.
The low 2. The 2. The five speed manual transmission, widely available in Europe, was not
certified in North American S40s, with the five speed automatic as the only option. A limited
edition 'Xi' trim level was also offered for a short run on Phase 1 and Phase 1. Total Produced ,
[21]. The S40 was homologated for racing in the Super Touring category on 1 January
Introduced in the beginning of , the second generation S40 known as the At the same time, the
V40 was replaced by the estate V50, also based on the P1 platform and built in Ghent. The
chassis for this car and the majority of its components were developed by Volvo, however
similar mechanical components can be found in the Mazda3 and the European Ford Focus. The
inline fives were frequently improved upon by Volvo since the engine's debut in for the model
year Volvo The valvetrain has four valves per cylinder and is a DOHC design. The engine is
transversely mounted at the front of the vehicle and was available with the M66W front wheel
drive or M66C all wheel drive drivetrains. In the United States, the manual six speed
transmission was only available on the V50 in , and and only with AWD and R-line trim. The
initial 2. A new range of engines and transmissions were introduced at the end of May see
"engine specifications" below. The eight minute film was credited to fictitious Venezuelan film
maker Carlos Soto. In fact, as was disclosed later, it was directed by Spike Jonze. The S40 was
the first Volvo car to be launched in China by the brand under the Changan Ford joint venture
and commenced production in March Engines choices consisted of the 2. The S40 was
refreshed for April Improvements include improved audio systems, increased storage space
and new safety features like emergency brake lights which flash rapidly during hard braking to
alert traffic behind the car. The new S40 also comes with optional active bi xenon headlights
which point the light beam in the direction of the road as it curves standard in SE Lux models.
There was also an optional BLIS blind spot information system camera located on the side
mirrors which alerts the driver of passing vehicles beside the car. Volvo released the 2. The
model of saw rear end boot lid changes, with wider spacing of the 'Volvo' lettering and larger
characters, as in the newer Volvo models. In , the new, larger, circular Volvo logo appeared on
the front grille, in the United States, a manual transmission was briefly available with the T5
AWD version. In North America, the naturally aspirated five cylinder engine, all wheel drive, and
manual transmission were all dropped for the model year of , leaving only the automatic, front
wheel drive T5 in base and R-Design trims. From the end of May , a new range of engines were
available for the so called " model". The range now included three petrol engines 1. Production
ended in May The updated 2. Total produced: , â€” [40]. Media related to Volvo S40 at Wikimedia
Commons. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Car model. Motor vehicle. Mitsubishi
Carisma Proton Waja. Petrol: 1. Volvo C70 , hardtop convertible based on the same platform.
Retrieved Volvo Car Corporation. Volvo Car UK Ltd. April Kurylko 4 September October
Archived from the original on Ford Motor Company. The Volvo Owners Club. Archived from the
original on 24 June Retrieved 12 May Volvo Cars Germany. Archived from the original XLS on
September Archived from the original on 9 October Retrieved 15 June Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Subcompact executive car C.
Front-engine, front-wheel-drive or four-wheel-drive [nb 1]. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive.
Front-engine, front-wheel-drive or four-wheel-drive. Volvo P1 platform [24]. Small family car.
Compact executive car. Executive car. Crossover utility vehicle. V90 Cross Country. Great Car
â€” This car is very strong with a high performance and a high acceleration. But in general this
car is gr8 i recommended for all who likes cars. Good Car Overall! An Automatic! I Changed its
Appearance Completely. I do Miss it A Lil bit! S40 T4 â€” perfomace is great for what it is and it
is the t4 modle you get a lot of car for the money and cheap insurance it is built extreamly well
feel sorry for the person you hit it is a volvo they will come off worse and it is great fun to drive.

Performance wasn't fantastic, but its was a very compitent motorway cruiser. I would definately
like to have another, although I would probably go for the mk II S40 Sport as that had better
styling and more extras than the base models. Read More. The outside body and paint job for
good very good it was the inside and the engine that was the problem Read More. It depends on
how you drive. Then I wanna tell you to drive this ca This has been a great car. Very safe like all
Volvos and it has a great look and ride. Volvo did it right with this one. I definitely recommend
this car for students or just a great commuter vehicle f It is a nice car to drive good for the
money Read More. You definitely get more bang for your buck. The interior can be upgraded to
compete with the This car feels so solid, comfortable and safe. The interior makes other cars
look and feel so cheap in comparison. The car also can hold lots of stuff in its tr Have you
driven a Volvo S40? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying all Volvo S40 reviews reviews.
Rawad writes:. Cons: nothingggg. Is this helpful? Yes No. Alaa writes:. Is this review helpful?
Andy writes:. S40 T4 â€” perfomace is great for what it is and it is the t4 modle you get a lot of
car for the money and cheap insurance it is built extreamly well feel sorry for the person you hit
it is a volvo they will come off worse and it is great fun to drive Pros: performace. Cons: it could
go better. Adam writes:. Pros: Solid, reliable, comfortable. Cons: Not so great perfomance wise.
Reviews From Other Years. Read all Volvo S40 reviews. Read all 3 Volvo S40 reviews. Read all
11 Volvo S40 reviews. Read all 7 Volvo S40 reviews. Cars compared to Volvo S Related Models
For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Volvo S40 to Related Models. Select Year
Yes No Looking for a Used S40 in your area? Pros: Solid, reliable, comfortable Cons: Not so
great perfomance wise 1 of 1 people found this review helpful. In 6 years I have had this Volvo
there have been no problems apart from much confusion in Volvo circles on how long a
cam-belt lasts on the 1. Minor niggle faults in all, but overall very good. This variant however
appears to be perfect from quality of build to gizmo's galore and a fuel consumption that I
cannot believe. Plenty of room for lots of gear in boot or with seats down and speed not
effected by load. On top of that it still looks the bees knees, even in company of brand new cars.
Review Date: 15th November, The car I bought was quite high mileage and I knew it needed a
few things doing, just renewables really like brake pads and discs. It's quite sporty, handles
alright and pretty quick if pushed. Quite comfy to drive although a bit aged now compared with
very modern cars. Plenty of airbags and other safety features. Personally I like the look of the
car, and the extra sporty bits on the T4 make it stand out from the normal S40 just enough.
Review Date: 30th August, What a revelation! The average fuel economy neared a staggering 50
mpg - which is incredibly better than most diesel cars. The very handy Ec0-light system even
tells you when the engine is running at optimal fuel efficiency. The SE model has every
conceivable extra including heated leather seats that are just the most mouth-wateringly
comfortable seats you can imagine- you really don't want to leave the car I am always tempted
to spend the night just sitting in them. The dash board and dials are a mark of scandinavian
superior common-sense and sheer practicality. The superior CD and Radio are supported by
surround sound speakers which give deep thundering basses and exquisite trebles. The 1.
Also, it was very, very quiet. Superior tyres. Review Date: 28th August, Would not engage 1st
gear. Wiring loom broke under the radiator. As a result the heater blower, hazard lights, parking
lights and lighter socket stopped working. They say its common problem. Fuel consumption not
great at about 25mpg. Performance is not bad for a heavy 4 door with a 1. Very quiet and
comfortable. Review Date: 13th January, Apparently this occurs every 40,Km or so. Also
windscreen wipers begin to lift. When starting car 'Brake light failing' warning light comes and
remains on until you use the brake. Very economical on oil and fuel. Although I get the oil and
filter changed every 20,Km due to dusty roads I drive on. The engine mount problem above
drove me insane. It caused vibration through the entire car and took 4 trips to the mechanic to
fix. Review Date: 17th May, I am selling my benz for one as I have had nothing, but headaches
with it, but will this be another nightmare car? I have found them to be very noisy on the road,
but the salesman put that down to performance tires. I'm hoping actually you could give me
some performance figures to go by, as I haven't found any as yet? General Comments: I have
owned two previous Volvo cars - 2 wardrobes and a Comment on this review. Actions Fix the
spelling and grammar Delete this review. Bit of trouble with brakes, rear calipers replaced,
ongoing issue. When I bought it I knew that the rear trailing arm bushes were creaking, but I
have sorted that. General Comments: The car I bought was quite high mileage and I knew it
needed a few things doing, just renewables really like brake pads and discs. Seems to be plenty
of room for 4 inside as well, and a decent enough sized boot. Summary: Good, but expensive
when it goes wrong! Faults: Would not engage 1st gear. Scheduled timing belt change at 80,
miles. Otherwise just a few blown light bulbs and paintwork scratches very easily! Summary:
Costly maintenance. Sunroof had some squeaking, fixed with Snow White Jelly. Having
problems with clutch and transmission on cold mormings 10'C or less. Obscenely costly. Noisy

on roads. General Comments: It does handle well and the interior is excellent. Very quick car.
Plenty of boot room and rear seats can fold to create more room. Maintenance is very costly as
written above. Reply to this comment. Actions Fix the spelling and grammar Delete this
comment. Next Page of Reviews Write a Review. This page is for personal, non-commercial use.
We weren't able to find any results within the criteria you specified, but
automotive repair books online
2003 hyundai tiburon gt interior
2007 ford five hundred engine
we did find similar listings for you:. Find used car trade in, resell, certified pre-owned and retail
values of used vehicles based on the condition, mileage and other factors of the car sale. It's
like a new car for the price of a clunker. Cars Cars for Sale Volvo S Volvo S40 Year Filters Reset
Done. Year - Buy From Home. Handle all aspects of your vehicle purchase without ever needing
to go into the dealership. Look for the Buy From Home badge when choosing dealerships to
connect with. Price Rating. Transmission Transmission Automatic Manual. Auction Cars.
Collector and Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done. Drag map to chose location. Book Values. Get Book
Value. Get a quote presented by. Powered by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all
decisions will happen immediately. Decision time may vary depending on the lender or dealer
you are matched with. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog.
Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser.

